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Abstract Sensors play a key role in modern industrial plant operations. Nevertheless, the
information they provide is still underused. Extracting information from the raw data gen-
erated by the sensors is a complicated task, and it is usually used to help the operator react
to undesired events, other than preventing them. This paper presents SDAEM (Sensor Data
Analysis for Equipment Monitoring), an oil process plant monitoring model that covers three
main goals: mining the sensor time series data to understand plant operation status and predict
failures, interpreting correlated data from different sensors to verify sensors interdependence,
and adjusting equipments working set points that leads to a more stable plant operation and
avoids an excessive number of alarms. In addition, as time series data generated by sensors
grow at an extremely fast rate, SDAEM uses parallel processing to provide real-time feed-
back. We have applied our model to monitor a process plant of a Brazilian offshore platform.
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Initial results were promising since some undesired events were recognized and operators
adopted the tool to assist them finding good set points for the oil processing equipments.

Keywords Time series analysis · Equipment monitoring · Data mining

1 Introduction

The complexity of modern industrial plants has called for equipment control automation
that includes sensors for monitoring equipment behavior and remote controlled valves to act
upon undesired events. Plant automation physically protects plant integrity. However, it acts
reacting to anomalous conditions. Equipment behavior set points within a working range
are established and whenever the equipment behavior, such as equipment temperature, goes
outside the designed range, an alarm is activated and a control equipment, such as a valve, is
triggered to reset the equipment to the predefined working condition.

As noticed, sensors play a key role in an industrial plant operation. Nevertheless, the
information they provide is underused. Instead of using sensor data to help react to undesired
events, it could be used to help predict them and, consequently, act to allow a steady overall
plant working condition. Data from the sensors can provide useful information to assess
whether a plant is operating within the specifications, and when looking at the data trend, it
is possible to predict undesired events such as a shut down. Extracting information from the
raw data generated by the sensors, however, is not a simple task. Many plants still depend
on trained operators to interpret the data manually, but this scheme only works for small and
manageable amounts of data. When the plant has numerous sensors generating vast amounts
of measurement data, allied to the need of continuous focus to monitor the process, computer
support is needed. This support does not substitute human decision making, but augments
the human capacity to make sense of the situation for better decision making.

In the context of an offshore oil process plant, where a set of equipments is set to bring
petroleum from an offshore oil reservoir, the interpretation of the data generated by the var-
ious sensors (such as pressures, temperatures, fluid heights or fluid flow) shows the state of
the oil plant and protects the system against disasters. In an oil process plant, however, it is
common that plant failures keep repeating, because preventive actions still depend on human
interpretation of time series data collected from the various equipments. Expert process plant
operators look at the data after it has been processed through a series of calculations and dis-
played visually in graphs. Then, they come to some judgments about what it is that they see.
These judgments are not mathematically precise but are based on rules of thumb. The data
themselves are helpful, particularly the anomalies in the data, as they contain information.
Longer-term trends, taken in combination, are also of interest.

In this work, we propose an oil process plant behavior analysis model, called SDAEM
(Sensor Data Analysis for Equipment Monitoring), based on time series analysis and data
mining techniques. The main goal of SDAEM is to assist process plant operators to diagnose
the plant, predict undesired events, such as a plant shutdown, propose adequate equipment set
point values, and understand process plant operation failures patterns. The SDAEM model
is composed of three main components:

– Individual sensor data analysis: sensor data mining to identify patterns that lead to unde-
sired events for a specific equipment.

– Group sensor data analysis: sensors data correlation analysis to identify dependencies
between equipment behaviors and to identify errors within the data.
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– Global process plant analysis: sensor data analysis for identifying the best set point fit for
all equipments that could lead to a more stable process plant.

Since the activities included in each of these components involve a huge amount of com-
putation, SDAEM requires parallel processing to provide real-time results.

We have tested our model by implementing an application that runs in a real offshore oil
process plant unit. Since shutdowns are very confidential and extremely costly in terms of
oil production halt, we were limited to a few cases. However, when we generalized our data
mining procedure to be applied to sequences that lead to undesired events, not necessarily
shutdowns, interesting patterns were extracted for further experts analysis. Furthermore, we
have noticed that the outcome that came from allowing experts to study set point configu-
rations for getting a stable process plant was also very helpful. Although SDAEM has been
developed for the domain of oil process plant monitoring, it is a general model that can be
applied with only a few modifications to other application areas where data streams are gen-
erated by different sensors. Examples of application areas that could benefit from our model
are financial data analysis [36] or physiological monitoring [27].

The remainder of this paper is organized as following. In the next section, we give a brief
description of the offshore oil process domain, which is the main focus of our model. In
Sect. 3, we describe SDAEM, detailing each of its components. In Sect. 4, we show a case
study of our model. In Sect. 5, we discuss some related work. Finally, in Sect. 6, we present
our conclusions and proposals for future work.

2 Domain

An offshore oil process plant is a system composed of a set of equipments configured in such
a way to allow bringing petroleum from an offshore oil reservoir, separating petroleum into
gas, oil and water, and exporting oil and gas to land. Figure 1 illustrates the process. From
petroleum wells or reservoirs, petroleum is elevated to manifolds in the offshore platforms.
In general, a platform receives oil from different wells. Petroleum comes at an unknown
flow rate, since it is nature that provides the pace. Valves try to regulate the petroleum flow
to allow the process plant to work properly. From the manifolds, the petroleum goes to the
separation vase. This vase separates oil from gas and water. The oil line goes to the oil treat-
ment vase and later to the surge tank for final gas removal. From there, oil is pumped to land.
The gas line goes from the separation vase to the compressor and, then, exported to land.
When gas pressure is higher than expected, the safety valve opens and conducts gas to the
flare system to burn and discharge the extra gas. Water goes from the separation vase to the
water treatment vase to later be thrown in the ocean. All the equipments highly interact with
each other, and although the process seems sequential, there is a great deal of influence from
downward equipments.

Today’s oil process plants have automation systems. Oil plant automation protects the
system against disasters. These systems are capable of pulling information out of various
sensors to the state of the oil process plant at any time. Each of the values measured by the
sensors are called variables, and each variable has a set point. The set point is the “ideal” value
for the variable, that is a value around which the variables must stay close. The idea is to make
the variables have the mean around the set point value, with low variance. When a variable
exceeds an upper threshold or falls bellow a lower threshold, an alarm is activated. Besides
thresholds for the alarms, the plant has also shutdown thresholds. The safety shutdown system
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Fig. 1 Offshore oil process plant

is a prevention system, which takes actions to prevent a hazardous incident from occurring
and to protect people, plant equipment and the environment against potentially serious harm.

3 SDAEM: sensor data analysis for equipment monitoring

The main focus of SDAEM is to analyze time series data generated by the sensors of an oil
process plant in order to improve system monitoring by interpreting the plant operation status
and predicting anomalies. The time series data used by SDAEM represent the observations
generated by one sensor in the order in which they arose. We represent a time series X with
N observations as:

X = {X (1), X (2), X (3), . . . , X (N )}, (1)

where X is as a sequence of values X (i) obtained in regular time intervals, where i is the
instant of time where the value was observed.

SDAEM comprises three main components, as shown in Fig. 2. The first component is
called Knowledge Discovery. This component represents individual data sensor processing
that involves finding patterns from historical data using data mining techniques and searching
for patterns in real-time sensor data. The second component is called Correlation Analysis.
This component represents global equipment analysis. Data from all the equipments are
manipulated together to find correlations between them. The third component is called Set
Point Analysis. This component reflects the analysis over historical data of the equipment
alarms in conjunction with sensors time series data to determine the best values for equipment
set points that lead to a stable process plant. Next, we describe each component of SDAEM
in detail, showing the algorithms used and the parallel approaches for the time-consuming
methods.
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Fig. 2 SDAEM scheme

3.1 Knowledge discovery

In the Knowledge Discovery component, SDAEM allows the user to define a time window,
which is the time interval in which the analysis is conducted and performs the following
steps, as illustrated in Fig. 3:

1. Filter predictable sensors
2. For each sensor:

– Divide the data series into segments using the concept of entropy
– Label each segment according to the data behavior
– Data Mining step:

– Generate candidate patterns
– Record frequent patterns with good confidence

– Pattern Search step:
– Search for predefined patterns
– Predict undesired events (such as shutdowns or alarms) according to matched

patterns

3.1.1 Filter predictable sensors

Before data mining, SDAEM filters “unpredictable” time series. By unpredictable series,
we consider series presenting noisy, chaotic, or random behavior, i.e., series with only
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Fig. 3 Knowledge discovery phase

short-range correlation, if any. Data generated by the sensors that have unpredictable behavior
are discarded from further analysis, reducing the amount of data to be analyzed.

SDAEM performs the selection of long-range correlated sensors by using the detrended
fluctuation analysis (DFA) method. In time series analysis, DFA is a method for determining
the statistical self-similarity embedded in a noisy, non-stationary time series, revealing the
extent of long-range correlations. The DFA method was first proposed by Peng et al. in [25] to
analyze DNA sequences. It was proposed as an extension of the ordinary fluctuation analysis
(FA), which is affected by non-stationarities, and is used in many areas such as DNA coding
and non-coding sequences [25], weather [11], heartbeat analysis [24], blood pressure control
[14], and economic time series [20]. Traditional approaches for looking for periodicities in
time series, such as Fourier analysis, are not appropriate for this task, due to the presence
of strong non-linearities. Another advantage of the DFA analysis is that non-stationarities
of different scales are taken into account in contrast to, for instance, in a wavelets-based
treatment.

The DFA method comprises the following steps:

1. The time series X with N elements is integrated to form the time series Y , where Y (k)

is the kth value of the integrated series
2. For each time window n, where (1 < n < N/2), compute:

(a) The integrated time series is divided into non-overlapping intervals of equal
length n.

(b) In each interval, a least squares line is fitted to the data, which represents the trend
in that window. The y coordinates of the fitted line in each window are denoted by
Yn(k).

(c) The integrated value Y (k) is detrended by subtracting the local trend Yn(k) in each
window of length n. For a given window size n, the root-mean-square fluctuation
of this integrated and detrended series is calculated as:

F(n) =
√

1
N

N∑
i=1
[Y (k)− Yn(k)]2
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Fig. 4 Snapshots of the DFA method for two different window sizes

This computation provides the relationship between F(n) (the average fluctuation) as a
function of window size, n. If we plot this relationship on a log–log plot, a linear relationship
indicates the presence of scaling. The scaling exponent α represents the slope of this line.
Figure 4 shows two snapshots of the DFA method applied over the same time series for
two different window sizes. The black lines represent the original series, while the red lines
represent the linear fit.

The value of α obtained by the DFA method allows the analysis of how the trend observed
in the past implies in the future behavior. In general, the evaluation of α considers four main
situations: (i) when α = 1/2, the data are uncorrelated, and it is not possible to relate the past
behavior with the future behavior; (ii) when α > 1/2, the behavior of the data in the past
tends to maintain in the future; (iii) when α < 1/2, an increasing trend would much imply
in a further decreasing trend; (iv) α > 1 corresponds to the fractional Brownian motion and
strong non-linearities are expected.

Although the DFA has been successfully applied to a number of different systems, it has
also been shown to be sensible to both outliers and trends with very slowing fluctuations.
In order to remove outliers [12,33], we have used wavelets. The reason why we chose this
approach is the largest time series we have dealt with are highly non-stationary and the out-
liers appear in a broad distribution of intensities. Therefore, they should be studied in time
series segments with variable sizes, where the wavelets can show their power.

3.1.2 Parallel implementation

When the time interval chosen by the user is large, the DFA method requires a great amount
of computation, since the same computation has to be done for different time window sizes.
For this reason, SDAEM employs a parallel approach for efficiently filtering the time series.

The parallel approaches developed in SDAEM were designed for distributed-memory
architectures, such as clusters of computers. This decision was made based on the scalability
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Fig. 5 Examples of the two
strategies for time windows
distribution in the DFA parallel
approach
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and availabity of this kind of architecture. In addition, following the standard distributed
computation paradigm, all our parallel approaches have a leader processor (processor 0) that
is responsible for distributing the data set over the other processors in the system and for
collecting the final results.

In the parallel implementation of the DFA method, initially, the leader is the only processor
that has the time series, X I , that represents the time interval chosen by the user. The leader
starts the DFA computation by performing step 1, integrating X I , and generating YI . After
that, it sends the integrated series to every other processor. Upon receiving YI , each proces-
sor can start the computation of the DFA method in YI in step 2, with a slight modification.
Instead of performing the computations for all time windows n, where (1 < n < N/2), each
processor computes a different set of the N/2 time windows, since the computation of each
time window is completely independent.

The decision on how to establish the time windows set of each processor can affect the load
balancing of the system, and SDAEM can employ two different strategies for this decision:
blocked and interleaved. The blocked strategy divides the N/2 time windows in contiguous
sets or blocks of size N/2/p, if there are p processors in the system. In this case, processor
0 will compute the time windows set S0 = {1, 2, . . . , N/2/p}, processor 1 will compute
the time windows set S1 = {N/2/p + 1, . . . , 2 ∗ N/2/p}, and so on, as can be observed
in Fig. 5a. This strategy tends to create sets with the same number of time windows, when
N/2 is near a multiple of p. However, even when the number of time windows is exactly the
same for all processors, it does not imply in a perfect load balancing, since smaller windows
sizes imply in less computation. The interleaved strategy tries to overcome this problem by
creating the time windows sets in a round-robin fashion, time window 1 is assigned to pro-
cessor 0, time window 2 is assigned to processor 1, and so on, in a circular way, as we can
observe in Fig. 5b. This strategy provides a more balanced division of work, since it does not
concentrate the smallest windows in the same processor.

It is important to notice that the establishment of the time windows sets for the processors
does not require any communication between them, since each processor can infer which
time window number it has to compute based on its own id. For example, in the blocked
strategy, processor j will compute the time windows set S j = { j ∗ N/2/p, j ∗ N/2/p +
1, . . . , ( j + 1) ∗ N/2/p}. In the interleaved strategy, processor j will compute the time
windows set S j = { j, j + N/2/p, j + 2 ∗ N/2/p, . . .}.

For each time window n, the outcome of the DFA method is the value of F(n). If the
blocked time windows distribution is used, the values of F(n) computed are consecutive and
can be stored in an array of floats. If the interleaved time windows distribution is used, on
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Fig. 6 A simple example of data segmentation

the other hand, the F(n) computed are not consecutive, and the structure used to store them
has to enclose F(n) together with n. After each processor finishes the computation of all the
time windows in its set, it sends its array of F(n) results to the leader. The leader, then, after
receiving the arrays of all the processors, sorts them1 and plots the results in order to find the
scaling exponent α.

3.1.3 Data segmentation

The segmentation of a time series is the partitioning of the series into internally homogeneous
segments, usually used to analyze change in the variability of the series. For SDAEM, the
segmentation can separate the data according to the data behavior (average, standard devia-
tion), simplifying the search for patterns in the series. For example, the graph in Fig. 6 shows
a simple series of hypothetical measured data. As we can observe, the measured data presents
some drastic changes during the time considered. The data segmentation can distinguish three
different intervals in this data, S1, where the measured values are increasing, S2, where the
values are stationary, and S3, where the values are decreasing.

In SDAEM, we use the concept of entropy to segment a time series. In information the-
ory, entropy is a measure of the uncertainty associated with a random variable. The entropy
provides useful descriptions of the long-term behavior of random processes. The maximum
value of the entropy is obtained with a uniform distribution of the probabilities. On the other
hand, the minimum value is zero and corresponds to the precise determination of the variable,
i.e., only one value is allowed. The concept was introduced by Claude E. Shannon in [31]
and can be denoted by:

H p = −pi

N∑
i=1

log pi , (2)

where pi is the probability of the occurrence of the ith value of the variable X (i), inside a time
series X = {X1, X2, . . ., X N }. This entropy is similar to Boltzmann entropy and represents
the “potential for disorder” in a system.

In time series analysis, the entropy is related to the amount of information that is lost as
time goes by [34]. Here, we have used the entropy inside windows rather than the global one,

1 Note that this sorting is simple and inexpensive since the arrays arrive sorted from each processor.
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in order to distinguish different behaviors and to notice how external factors change the pre-
dictability of the time series. Besides giving more information than the variance, the entropy
gives the correct scaling for the time series, while the variance only works for this task if the
probabilities are distributed according to Gaussian variables. Direct analysis showed that this
is not the case for the series we dealt with in this work, mostly due to the already discussed
non-stationarities.

We used the Shannon entropy dynamically to identify the maximum and minimum entropy
values along the time series. Since the fundamental concept behind Shannon entropy is the
probability of the event occurrence, we need to know the history of a series, in order to
compute these probabilities. For series without history, the uncertainty in the probability
calculus is 1/

√
(N ). For series with history, the uncertainty depends on the characteristics

of the series, like being correlated, or anticorrelated, or diffuse.
The idea of the entropy method is to compute an entropy value for each point in the series

considering a time window of size L . For each point X (i), the time window moves in the
series, so that X (i) is the center of the window. For each time window, the values of X (i)
are discretized in a histogram H = [H0, H1, . . . , Hq−1], where q is the number of discret-
izations of the X (i) values. The value of Hi is the number of times an event occurs in the
i th discretized interval divided by the window size. The histogram has the probabilities used
for the entropy computation. Therefore, we consider our method as an offline method for
time series segmentation, although it could be easily extended to online series, as the one
proposed in [19].

The entropy is computed with the following steps:

1. For each point X (i) in the series

(a) For each time window L , where (1 < L < N/4), compute:
(i) Cut X , generating X L (X is cut for the time window L , considering X (i) as

the center)
(ii) Compute the entropy of X L by:

– Discretize X L in a histogram H
– For each Hi ∈ H

S← S − Hi log(Hi )

After all the entropies are computed, we can have an estimate about the intervals of low
and high entropy. These intervals can give us a good approximation on when the series change
its behavior. It is possible to introduce a hierarchical procedure for the segmentation, follow-
ing [30]. For this task, additional levels, between “low” and “high” levels, can be added in
intermediate steps.

3.1.4 Parallel implementation

The entropy method is another time-consuming part of the SDAEM model, since the entropy
is computed for each point of X with different time window sizes L (L varying from 1 to
N/4). This is done in order to capture the correct intervals of the series where the entropy is
low or high. Therefore, SDAEM also employs a parallel approach for efficiently segmenting
the series.

The parallel implementation of the entropy method starts with the leader processor send-
ing the time series, X I (that represents the time interval chosen by the user) to every other
processor. Upon receiving X I , each processor starts the computation of the entropy method,
except that, in the first loop (step 1), each processor loops through a different set of points
X I (i) in the series.
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The distribution of the points of the series X I for each processor can be done using the
same strategies used by the parallel approach of the DFA method: blocked and interleaved.
The blocked strategy divides the N elements of X I in contiguous sets or blocks of size N/p,
if there are p processors in the system, while the interleaved strategy distributes the elements
of X I in a round-robin fashion, X I (0) to processor 0, X I (1) to processor 1, and so on. The
load balancing issue in the parallel approach of the entropy method, however, is different
from the parallel DFA. In the parallel entropy, the computation of each point X (i) has almost
the same cost, so the blocked strategy distribution does not tend to concentrate the smallest
computations in the same node as done in the parallel DFA and illustrated in Fig. 5. The dif-
ference between the blocked and interleaved strategies in parallel entropy is observed only
when N is not a multiple of p. In this case, the last processor will compute more points than
the others.

After computing all the entropy values for each of its points for different time window
sizes, each processor computes the intervals of low and high entropy. These low and high
entropy intervals are sent to the leader, in an array structure containing a series of three val-
ues: the index of the point in X I , the value of the time window, and the value of the entropy
for this pair. The leader, then, after receiving all the intervals of low and high entropy of all
processors, can have a good approximation on when the series changes its behavior and can
divide the series into segments.

3.1.5 Labeling

After the data are divided into segments, each segment has to be labeled. Although SDAEM
is a general model, it considers a labeling phase in which time series segments are described
according to statistical properties, consequently discrete values are labeled according to
domain specific needs, which can be classified by an ontology.

Figure 7 describes this ontology and can be read as following. A component is part of
an artifact. Sensors monitor components by registering the components behavior in terms
of a time series data. Time series data segments are part of time series data and can be
described by a set of statistic properties such as mean, standard deviation, kurtosis, entropy,
trend, maximum value and duration. Each statistically described segment reflects a micro
process that receives a label which provides meaning to the segment. Micro process labels
are domain-dependent receiving values such as stressed process, too fast state change, slow
state change or normal. A sequence of micro process labels may become a pattern when
frequent or critical and predict the status of a component and consequently of the artifact.

The ontology is described in terms of concepts and relations between concepts. The con-
cepts include:

– Artifact: the equipment or project being monitored. In this study, the artifact is the oil
process plant.

– Component: part of the artifact. Components compose an artifact. In this study, component
is any equipment of the oil process plant such as a oil separation vase, turbo-generator,
compressor, or pump.

– Sensor: monitors components behavior though following specific parameters such as
pressure, temperature, or oil level.

– Events: anything that acts on the artifact or component, such as turning on or off or
changing the equipment working setting point.

– Status: reflects the condition of the component or device.
– Working: the component status meaning that the component is functioning.
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Fig. 7 Event pattern ontology

– Shut Down: the component is not working.
– Time series data: a time series is a sequence of data measured at successive instants of

time spaced in regular intervals.
– Time series segment: part of the time series data
– Statistic Property: mathematical properties of a data series such as:

– Mean, Standard Deviation, Kurtosis, Max Value, Trend, or Entropy

– Statistically Described Segment: a time series segment replaced by its statistical proper-
ties. Consequently, the time series segment is transformed to a set of discrete values.

– Micro Process Label: a label that describes a micro process that occurs in a data series
segment.

– Ordered Sequence of Labels: a sequence of labels in which each label reflects a micro
process.

– Process Pattern: a sequence of labels that happens with some frequency and that leads to
specific events. Patterns may be used for prediction.

The relations are:

– Is-a: reflects definitional relations emphasizing the generalization or subsumption
hierarchy

– Part-of: notion of composition
– Cause: causal link
– Monitor: follow behavior
– Predict: weak causal link
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3.1.6 Temporal data mining

For Temporal data mining, SDAEM uses the historical data of the equipment alarms and
shutdowns in conjunction with the time series data to extract sequential patterns in the time
series that lead to undesired events.

The problem of extracting sequential patterns requires some definitions:

Definition 1 Let I = {i1, i2, . . ., im}, be a set of literals, called items. An itemset is a non-
empty set of items. A sequence is an ordered list of itemsets denoted by 〈 s1s2 · · · sn〉 where
s j is an itemset. We also call s j an element of the sequence.

Definition 2 A sequence 〈 a1a2 · · · an 〉 is a subsequence of another sequence 〈 b1b2 · · · bm〉
if there exist integers i1 < i2 < i3 < · · · < in such that a1 ⊆ bi1 , a2 ⊆ bi2 , . . . , an ⊆ bin .

Definition 3 Given a sequence s1, the support for a sequence s2 in s1 is defined as the number
of distinct occurrences of s2 as a subsequence of s1.

Definition 4 A sequential pattern, also called a frequent sequence, is a sequence whose
support is greater than a user-specified minimum support.

In SDAEM, a sequence is created by segmenting a time series and labeling the segments as
described in the previous section. The segments in the time series are mapped into elements
of the sequence, where the labels are the items. Temporal data mining involves finding all fre-
quent subsequences in this sequence, such that the last element corresponds to an undesired
event. This can be solved using sequential pattern mining algorithms.

The problem of sequential pattern mining has attracted considerable attention from the
data mining community in the recent past [2,4,23]. Here, we chose to use the well-known
GSP (Generalized Sequential Patterns) algorithm [32] due to its simplicity and efficiency.

The GSP algorithm makes multiple passes over the data. The first pass determines the
support of each item, that is, the number of distinct occurrences of the item in the sequence.
The items whose support are greater than the minimum support are frequent sequences con-
sisting of a single element. These items are added to a seed set to be used as seeds in the
next pass. The seeds are then used to generate new potentially frequent sequences, called
candidate sequences. Each candidate sequence has one more item than the seed sequence.
The support for these candidate sequences is found and, again, the sequences whose support
are greater than the minimum are added to the seed set. The process is repeated until there
are no frequent sequences at the end of a pass, or when there are no candidate sequences
generated. The final output is a list of all frequent sequences. With GSP, we have an option
of specifying a max-gap parameter, which is the maximum allowed time gap between two
successive elements in the sequence.

In SDAEM, we used a simplified and efficient version of GSP, since we are only inter-
ested in finding sequential patterns whose last element is an undesired event such as an alarm
or a shutdown. Basically, in the first pass, we eliminate all items that do not correspond to
undesired events, pruning down the search space considerably. It is important to notice that,
narrowing the rules to the ones that lead to undesired events significantly reduces the number
of patterns found and the execution time of the GSP algorithm. For this reason, SDAEM does
not require a parallel approach for GSP.

After the frequent patterns are found, we write them as association rules of the form
s → U where s is a sequence and U is a single item corresponding to an undesired event.
We also calculate the confidence of each rule as the support of the original frequent pattern
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divided by the support of s, which is an estimate of the probability that the undesired event
U will occur, given that the sequence s has occurred. SDAEM stores the association rules in
a database, along with the support and confidence for each rule.

Because new data are continuously arriving, we currently re-run the algorithm periodically
to extract new patterns. As an alternative, we intend to use data stream mining algorithms to
continuously extract frequent patterns from the data [7,8].

3.1.7 Pattern search

In many sensor mining applications, it is important to predict future patterns and efficiently
perform a similarity search over them to find emergency events following particular patterns
[18].

In SDAEM, we keep a database of the extracted patterns that lead to undesired events
(in the form of association rules) and search for them in real-time whenever the series is
updated. Pattern search in SDAEM has two distinct purposes: prediction and diagnosis. For
prediction, it tries to match the left-hand side of an association rule in order to predict that the
right-hand side will occur with some confidence. For diagnosis, it tries to match the entire
rule in order to diagnose that a known pattern has indeed occurred. Pattern search is only
done on recent data (the most recent segments), since old measurements are not important
for either diagnosis or prediction.

For each frequent pattern, SDAEM performs a pattern search by executing a step of the
GSP algorithm [32] that tests whether a sequence p is a subsequence of sequence s. In this
case, sequence p is the pattern we would like to match and s is the segmented recent time
series. The algorithm alternates between two phases: the forward phase and the backward
phase. In the forward phase, it finds successive elements of p in s, until either the whole p
is found, or the difference in time between two successive elements found is greater than the
maximum time gap allowed. When the latter happens, the backward phase is executed. In the
backward phase, the algorithm backtracks and “pulls up” previous elements, so that it can
try to find alternative matches that satisfy the max-gap constraint in the subsequent forward
phase.

When a frequent pattern is found, SDAEM can perform predictions and diagnoses.
Prediction is done according to the association rule found in the temporal data mining step.
If the pattern A is found in the series, and A→ B is a rule in the database, SDAEM predicts
that the undesired event B has a p probability of occurring, where p is the confidence of
the association rule. Similarly, when pattern AB occurs in the series it can diagnose that the
“cause” for the undesired event B was the occurrence of pattern A.

3.2 Cross-correlation analysis

The Cross-correlation analysis component of SDAEM studies the correlation between the
data generated by different sensors, since an oil plant is a set of strongly interconnected pro-
cesses. The analysis of the correlation of one or more series is very useful for detecting the
interdependence in the nature of the events. This interdependence can reveal whether there
are redundancies in the behavior of different sensors, allowing SDAEM to make predictions
based on peer-sensor data, to figure out which problem is to be tackled first, and also to ignore
alarm data that is redundant.

Consider, for example, the hypothetical graphs plotted in Fig. 8. They are a very simple
example of cross-correlated behavior. The first graph represents the temperature time series,
and the second one represents the pressure time series of an internal fluid in a pipe. We can
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Fig. 8 Correlation between hypothetical temperature and pressure measures

observe in these graphs that the two series are cross-correlated, in the sense that whenever
the value of the temperature grows, on an interval of time (�t) later, the pressure also grows.
In this case, it is preferable to first study the temperature alarms and unexpected increases,
than the pressure ones.

For correlation analysis, SDAEM performs the following steps:

– Find correlated sensors
– Combine correlated sensors labeled data
– Perform Global Knowledge Discovery on combined data to predict failures and to record

combined patterns

SDAEM finds the correlated sensors by using the recently introduced detrended cross-
correlation method [26]. Cross-correlation is a standard method of estimating the degree to
which two series are correlated. The detrended cross-correlation method can compare two
series and determine whether the two series are correlated (they fluctuate in concert) or not
correlated (they fluctuate independently) even when non-stationarities are presented.

The detrended cross-correlation method computes the cross-correlation of a set of series
in a pairwise fashion. For each pair of series X and Y , the correlation is given by:

Corr = 1

N − 1

∑
i

(X (i)− X)(Y (i)− Y )

σXσY
(3)

This computation would give, however, the cross-correlation of X and Y considering the
correlation of the same instants of time for both series. If the two series differ by a shift
along the time instants, the cross-correlation should figure out how much Y must be shifted
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to make it correlated with X . So the algorithm has to slide Y , calculating the correlation for
each possible amount of lag. In this way, the first step of the algorithm is to compute for each
lag k, where k varies in {0, 1, 2, 3, . . . , n/4}, the correlation of X to a slided Y :

ρ(XY ) = 1

N − 1

∑
i

(X (i)− X)(Y (i + k)− Y )

σXσY
(4)

The second step of the algorithm is to perform the same computation comparing Y with a
slided X . So, the second step computes for each lag k, where k varies in {0, 1, 2, 3, . . . , n/4},
the correlation of Y to a slided X :

ρ(Y X) = 1

N − 1

∑
i

(X (i + k)− X)(Y (i)− Y )

σXσY
(5)

3.2.1 Parallel implementation

The cross-correlation method computes the correlation between each pair of sensors. There-
fore, for a set of sensors {S1, S2, . . ., Sm}, the method has to compute the correlation of all
possible combinations of pairs {Si , S j }. For this reason, this method is also time consuming
and requires a parallel approach.

The basic principle of our parallel approach is to assign for each processor of the system,
the cross-correlation computation of a set of pairs of sensors. We are assuming that usually
there are many more pairs of sensors to be correlated than the number of processors in the
system, since for m sensors, there are (m − 1) ∗ m/2 possible pairs.

The parallel approach starts with all the processors doing the same computation, creating
a list L P containing all the possible pairs of {S1, S2, . . ., Sm}. Each processor, then, will grab
a set of pairs from L P to compute. The idea is to have the processors determine individually
the indices of L P that point out to these pairs. Since the computation of the cross-correlation
of all the pairs of sensors generates similar computational costs, each processor grabs a set
of consecutive pairs from L P , from the index begin = id ∗ (s/p) to end = begin+ (s/p),
where p is the number of processors in the system, s is the size of L P , and id is the id of
the processor. However, when s is not a multiple of p, another r = s mod p remainder
pairs have to be divided among the processors. SDAEM can employ two types of division:
naive and balanced. In the naive division, all the r remainder pairs are assigned to the last
processor (the one with the biggest id). In the balanced division, the pairs are redistrib-
uted in a round-robin fashion, starting with processor 0. In this case, the L P indices are
recomputed. For the processors whose id are smaller than the value of r , the new indices
are: begin = id ∗ (s/p) + 1 and end = begin + (s/p) + 1. For the other processors:
begin = (r ∗ (s/p) + 1) + (id − r) ∗ (s/p) and end = begin + (s/p), since the initial
index has to consider that some previous processors (with id smaller than r ) have grabbed
one more pair, and some others (with id bigger than r ) have not. Figure 9 shows an example
of this distribution for 5 different sensors and 3 processors.

After the processor defines the indices of L P , the cross-correlation computation starts
locally. Note that, no communication was necessary up to this point. Each processor com-
putes the cross-correlation by looping through L P from begin to end , picking for each
iteration a new pair {Si , S j }. For each pair {Si , S j }, the processor reads from the disk the
series X and Y associated respectively to the sensors Si and S j and computes Eqs. (4) and (5)
for different lags k, where k varies in {0, 1, 2, 3, . . . , n/4}. The result of this computation are
the values of ρ(XY ) and ρ(Y X). They are stored in an array together with the pair of sensors
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Fig. 9 Example of balanced
distribution distributions in
cross-correlation parallel
approach
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that generated them. After finishing the computation of all its pairs, the processor sends to the
leader the array with the pairs computed and the values of ρ(XY ) and ρ(Y X) generated. The
leader, then, after receiving the results from all processors, can plot the correlation results.

3.3 Set point analysis

The Set Point Analysis component of SDAEM studies whether a certain set point is
adequately set for the equipment. This component allows the maintenance of the process
plant in equilibrium, as sometimes, set points are set to an impossible range, causing many
problems to the operation. The component is simple and yet very useful for informing the
operator the best values of the set point for each equipment.

After the series is divided into segments, each segment contains the series and the
alarms generated when a certain set point sp was determined by the operator, with the
alarm threshold values for the maximum (High) and minimum (Low) values. The Set
Point Analysis component analyzes the variance of the series around the set point and
the number of alarms generated. Intervals with a great number of alarms and where the
variance of the data is also high are classified as “unstable”. Intervals with a very small
number of alarms and small variance of the data are classified as “well adjusted”. Inter-
vals with a very small number of alarms and high variance of the data are called “almost
unstable”, because of the high variance of the data. From the intervals classified as “well
adjusted”, the best set point is chosen from the interval where the variance of the data is the
smallest.

Figure 10 illustrates an example of a time series with three different segments and the set
point and threshold values set by the operator to sp1 and sp2. For this example, SDAEM
classifies the first interval as “well adjusted”, since there is no alarm generated and the vari-
ance of the data is small; the second interval will be classified as “almost unstable”, since the
variance grows, and the third interval will be classified as “unstable”, since a great number
of alarms are being generated. In this situation, the system will feedback to the user sp1 as
the set point where the system behave better during this period.
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Fig. 10 Set point analysis

Table 1 Set of equipments and sensors in the oil plant

Equipment type Sensors

Oil treater Pressure, temperature, oil level

Atmospheric separator Pressure, temperature, oil level

Oil water separator Pressure, temperature, level (oil/water interface and oil)

Test separator Pressure, temperature, level (oil/water interface and oil)

Preheater Temperature (input and output)

Production heater Temperature

Exporting pump Flow and pressure

Production header Pressure

Safety Pressure and oil level

Compressor Pressure (input and suction)

4 Case study

We have tested our model implementing an application to run in a real offshore oil process
plant unit of a Brazilian petroleum company. We received historical and real-time data from
different sensors from the oil line and also data from the alarms and shutdowns generated
in a period of 1.5 years. However, since the data from the shutdowns are confidential, we
received only a few samples of them.

4.1 Oil plant scenario

The oil process plant used in our tests is composed of 10 different types of equipments. The
process of separating petroleum into gas, oil, and water, and exporting oil and gas to land is
done in the same way as explained in Sect. 2. Table 1 shows the list of all the 10 types of
equipments present in the plant and the set of sensors that measure the physical quantities of
these equipments.

The oil plant has an automation system that takes actions to prevent a hazardous incident
from occurring and to protect people, plant equipment, and the environment against poten-
tially serious harm. The Emergency Shut Down (ESD) system generates a partial or total
shutdown of the plant. The plant has three different levels of ESD, according to international
standards:
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– Level 1—partial shutdown to protect a specific equipment or a small set of equipments.
– Level 2—shutdown in the oil and gas lines to avoid internal risks.
– Level 3—partial or total shutdown of the platform generated by dangerous occurrences

that can affect people that work in the plant, such as smoke or fire.
– Level 4—shutdown of the entire platform, including the complete evacuation.

Except for the level 4 ESD, the other ESDs are triggered automatically. The recovery of a
level 3 ESD is difficult and costly, since switching off the equipments can cause damages. For
an oil line, for example, there are temperature, pressure, and level sensors, called temperature
indicator (TI), pressure indicator (PI), and level indicator (LI). Each sensor has a set point
value and two alarm thresholds: H for the upper threshold and L for the lower threshold. The
thresholds H and L are expressed as percentages over and bellow, respectively, the set point.
Besides the H and L thresholds for the alarms, the plant has also the HH and LL thresholds.
These are the thresholds for ESD activations.

4.2 Plant operation

Currently, the plant is operated by two groups of operators that work alternately in 15-day
shifts. Each operator is responsible for monitoring a determined set of equipments in a
8-hour shift. During his/her shift, the operator monitors the equipment process activities by
conducting walkthroughs and checking indicators on control panels and computer monitors.
The operator can identify process deviations and make the appropriate adjustments.

The adjustments made by the operator are on the set point and alarm threshold values.
Although the plant has some set point and alarm threshold values configurations that meet
the specific needs of the plant design, these values are determined for the ideal conditions of
oil flow. In practice, the oil flow rate changes a lot during the process, depending on the well
production. Therefore, the operator may have to adjust some set point and threshold values
in accordance with the new flow conditions of the plant.

The problem with these adjustments is that they highly depend on each operator experience
and convenience. Some operators prefer to work with a narrow extent of threshold values,
while other prefer to work with a wider extent. A narrow extent would probably generate
more alarms and require more from the operation attention and the automation system, while
a wider extent would avoid the employment of the automation system, considering that the
process would easily self-adjust. The choice for a too narrow range can put the plant in a risk
situation, due to the excessive usage of the automation system. The choice for a too wide
range also exposes the plant to risk situations, since some important alarms will be missed,
causing the disengagement of operator attention.

The problem with the current plant operation is that a great number of alarms and a great
number of ESD are being generated. ESD events are very costly and undesired in an oil plant.
In a period of 1 month, the plant usually generates about 3.2 ESD level 1, 1.2 ESD level 2,
0.53 ESD level 3, and no ESD level 4. The ESD level 3 was generated about 7 times in a
period of 1 year. Another common problem in the oil plant is that the operators get used to a
certain sequence of the alarms and do not proceed to the required actions to avoid a shutdown.
This usually occurs when there is a staff shift, and the new staff does not know the origin of
the alarms.

4.3 Data interpretation

Presently, the interpretation of the data generated by sensors is done by the operators that look
at the data after it has been processed through a series of calculations and displayed visually
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Table 2 Segmentation results
for 5 months of analysis

Equipment Sensor Number of segments

Oil treater Temperature 121

Oil water separator Oil/water interface level 107

Oil water separator Oil level 110

Oil water separator Pressure 80

Exporting pump Flow 68

Production header Pressure 67

in graphs and usually come to some conclusions about what is happening. The amount of
data to be analyzed, and the different expertise of the operators, however, complicates this
task. In addition, the conclusions generated by the operators are usually not precise.

Using only a mathematical model to capture the behavior of sensor data for this interpre-
tation is not feasible in this context, since the human and the automated systems modify the
natural behavior of the process.

4.4 SDAEM results

SDAEM was applied in this context to assist the operators to diagnose the plant, to pro-
pose adequate equipment set point values, and to understand process plant operation failures
patterns. SDAEM was evaluated using data from 2 years of analysis, but, for confidentiality
reasons, date identifiers cannot be reported. Following, we show some results of SDAEM in
terms of data segmentation, patterns found, predictions, correlation analysis, and set point
analysis.

4.4.1 Data segmentation

Table 2 shows some numerical results of the data segmentation step for a subset of the sen-
sors, considering a period of 5 months of analysis. The table presents the number of segments
found in this period of time for each of the sensors studied. As we can observe in the table,
for the same period of time, the number of segments found varies from 67 to 121 depending
on the type of sensor and the type of equipment analyzed. All these segments were further
labeled according to the data behavior in each segment in order to simplify the patterns search
step.

4.4.2 Patterns

Table 3 shows the number of interesting sequential patterns discovered for the same subset
of sensors and period of time studied in the previous section. As we can observe in this table,
for the majority of the sensors, SDAEM found from 2 to 3 interesting patterns in this period.
These numerical results indicate that SDAEM is correctly extracting patterns from the series.
Next, we illustrate SDAEM temporal data mining component results, by showing in more
detail two representative examples of sequential patterns that were discovered by SDAEM.

The first example is a sequential pattern composed of two elements, which was discov-
ered in a pressure time series. The first element is a long duration segment with normal
pressure, constant trend, and high standard deviation. The second element is a short duration
segment where an undesirable event occurs (and therefore the trend and standard deviation
are ignored). This pattern (first and second elements together) appears 6 times in the time
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Table 3 Pattern search results
for 5 months of analysis

Equipment Sensor Number of
sequential patterns

Oil treater Temperature 0

Oil water separator Oil/water interface level 2

Oil water separator Oil level 3

Oil water separator Pressure 2

Exporting pump Flow 3

Production header Pressure 1

Fig. 11 Sequential pattern in a pressure time series

series (5 times in year 1 and once in year 2), whereas the first element alone appears 34 times.
Therefore, we can interpret this pattern as an association rule stating that, whenever we see
a long segment with normal pressure, constant trend, and high standard deviation, we can
expect an undesirable event with confidence 0.18. This confidence is high considering that
undesirable events are very rare. In Fig. 11, we show two examples of occurrence of this
pattern in the time series.

The second example is also a sequential pattern composed of two elements, which was
discovered in a level time series. The first element is a segment with medium duration, nor-
mal level, upward trend, and high standard deviation. The second element is a short duration
segment where the level is dangerously low (this is an undesirable event and therefore the
trend and standard deviation are ignored). This pattern appears ten times in the time series
(eight times in year 1 and twice in year 2), whereas the first element alone appears 34 times.
Therefore, we can interpret it as an association rule stating that whenever we see a medium
segment with normal level, upward trend, and high standard deviation we can expect a dan-
gerously low level with confidence 0.29. This confidence is high considering that dangerously
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Fig. 12 Sequential pattern in a level time series

low levels are rare. In Fig. 12, we show an example of occurrence of this pattern in the time
series.

Notice that, whereas the pattern in Fig. 11 spans a time frame of about 1 day, the pattern
in Fig. 12 spans a time frame of a few hours. The shorter the time frame is, the more dif-
ficult it is for the operator to take an effective action before the undesirable event actually
occurs. A solution would be to automate the process, so that the necessary steps are executed
automatically in the control stations once the pattern is identified.

4.4.3 Prediction

Currently, our application is not being used online in the oil plant. Therefore, the prediction
component could not be validated by the operator. However, we made some simulations of
the prediction component of SDAEM using past data. The results showed an acceptable level
of accuracy. The accuracy of the prediction, however, is not the only aspect to be considered.
We also have to consider whether the predictions are made on time for the operator to take
some action to prevent the undesired event. This could only be tested when the application
works online.

4.4.4 Correlation analysis

The correlation analysis of SDAEM provided interesting results in the oil plant. The cross-
correlation method indicated a number of sensors that were strongly correlated. Table 4 shows
the results for the correlation analysis, considering a period of observation of 1 day. In this
table, the strongly correlated sensors are placed in groups. These results allowed the operator
to manage easily the related occurrence of a set of alarms, determining which problem should
be dealt first.

Next, we illustrate the correlation analysis results, by showing in more detail one repre-
sentative example of the correlation of two series for the period of time of 3 days.

Figure 13 shows the time series for two sensors, called sensor 1 and sensor 2. The orange
series represents the time series for oil level, and the black series represents the time series
for oil pressure. It is possible to observe in the graph, an abrupt change in the level series of
sensor 1 that leads to an undesired event. If this abrupt change is to be observed isolatedly,
it is difficult to explain. However, as SDAEM detected that the level series of sensor 1 is
historically correlated with the pressure series of sensor 2, the analysis of the behavior of
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Table 4 Correlation analysis
results for 1 day analysis

Group 1
Pressure—safety

Pressure—test separator

Pressure—compressor

Pressure—oil water separator

Group 2

Pressure—exporting pump

Oil flow—exporting pump

Current—exporting pump

Group 3

Pressure—atmospheric separator

Pressure—recicle pump

Fig. 13 Correlation analysis of two level and pressure sensors

these two sensors acquires a new perspective. In fact, the abrupt change that occurred in the
level series is a direct result of the change in the pressure series. Knowing that these two sen-
sors have correlated behavior, the operator could anticipate the occurrence of the undesired
event in sensor 1.

4.4.5 Set point analysis

The determination of the set point for each equipment is an important task in the plant man-
agement. Sometimes, the plant is not able to self-adapt and operate correctly with certain set
points, requiring too many interventions of the automation system. Frequent updates in the
set points are not recommended, since they can make the plant operate in an unstable manner.
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Fig. 14 Set point analysis of the temperature sensor

In Fig. 14, we show an example of the set point analysis for the temperature time series
of sensor 3. The graph shows the time series, the set points, and the undesired events in a
period of 10 days in year 2. Observing this graph, it is possible to notice that the set point for
this sensor remained constant until the third day. After that, the set point value was modified
several times and, 4 days later, an undesired event occurred. After the seventh day, the set
point was changed to a value near the value set in the first day, and the equipment slowly
adapted to this set point.

In the set point analysis for this equipment, SDAEM suggested that a good set point value
for this equipment would be 85◦C. Using this suggestion, the operator would avoid the exces-
sive adjustment of the set point values, and the anomalous behavior occurred from the third
to the seventh day.

4.4.6 Parallel performance evaluation

Since SDAEM employs some time-consuming methods, in this section, we evaluate the per-
formance of the parallel approaches of these methods, when a very long time interval is
chosen by the user, 2 years of observations. The cross-correlation method performed the
cross-correlation between the data of 23 different sensors. The performance evaluation was
done on a cluster with 8 SMP nodes, where each node consists of 2 Intel Xeon 2.66 GHz
quadcore processors that share a 16GB RAM. The nodes are connected via a Gigabit Ethernet
network. Following, we evaluate each of the parallel approaches separately.

Table 5 shows the execution time in seconds of serial and parallel DFA using the blocked
and interleaved distribution strategy, when running with 8, 16, 32, and 64 processors. As we
can observe in this table, the interleaved strategy is more efficient than the blocked strategy,
and the gains of the interleaved strategy also increase with the increase in the number of pro-
cessors. For 8 processors, interleaved is only 20% better than blocked, while for 64 processors
interleaved is 75% better than blocked. This is primarily due to the fact that the interleaved
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Table 5 Execution times for parallel DFA

Distribution strategies Execution times (s)

Serial 8 procs 16 procs 32 procs 64 procs

Blocked 7.7 1.56 1.62 0.65 0.35

Interleaved 7.7 1.31 0.80 0.42 0.20

Table 6 Load imbalance for
parallel DFA

Distribution strategies Load imbalance (%)

Blocked 48.7

Interleaved 25.3

Table 7 Execution times for parallel entropy

Distribution strategies Execution times (s)

Serial 8 procs 16 procs 32 procs 64 procs

Blocked 102200 12132 6482 3219 1796

Interleaved 102200 12151 6427 3180 1770

strategy provides a better load balancing among the processors. When we compare the gains
over the serial versions, we obtained increasing speedups.

Table 6 shows the percentage of load imbalance generated by SDAEM for blocked and
interleaved strategies when 64 processors are used for computation. We use here as the
measure for load imbalance the formula proposed in [21]:

Load I mbalance = 1− Avg

Max
(6)

where Avg is the average execution time among all processors and Max is the maximum
execution of all processors. As we can observe in this table, the interleaved strategy obtained
significant reductions in the load imbalance generated when compared to the simple blocked
strategy. These results confirm that a simple modification to the distribution strategy can have
a great impact in the overall load balancing.

Table 7 shows the execution time in seconds of serial and parallel entropy using the blocked
and interleaved distribution strategy, when running with 8, 16, 32, and 64 processors. The
entropy computation is the most time-consuming part of SDAEM model. The serial com-
putational time is notably elevated, and parallel processing is highly necessary to reduce
this time. We can observe in the table that the parallel algorithm is efficiently reducing this
computational time as the number of processor increases. In terms of the two strategies for
distributing the points among the processors, we observe that there is almost no performance
difference between them. This is due to the fact that the load difference among the processors
is very small for the two strategies.

Table 8 shows the execution time in seconds for 8, 16, 32, and 64 processors, of serial
and parallel cross-correlation when the two types of division of the pairs of sensors are used,
naive and balanced. As we can observe in this table, as we expected, the balanced division
performs much better than the naive division. The gains vary from 30% to more than 400%.
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Table 8 Execution times for parallel cross-correlation

Division strategies Execution times (s)

Serial 8 procs 16 procs 32 procs 64 procs

Naive 15275 2522 1681 1369 1321

Balanced 15275 1915 1078 535 294

Table 9 Load imbalance for
parallel cross-correlation

Division strategies Load imbalance (%)

Naive 89.7

Balanced 21.1

The naive division performance highly depends on the results of the rest of the division of:
number of pairs (s)/number of processors (p), or r = s mod p. As there are 23 sensor
being analyzed in this experiment, s = 253. For 64 processors, in the naive distribution,
each processor computes only 3 (253/64) pairs of sensors, while the last processor computes
3 + 61 pairs, since r = 61. Obviously, the last processor remains overloaded, and with the
naive division there is almost no gain in doubling the number of processors from 32 to 64 for
the parallel cross-correlation. The naive distribution usually results in a highly unbalanced
load. The comparison between this elementary distribution strategy with a more balanced
one shows how much a distribution strategy can influence the execution time of a parallel
data analysis algorithm. Table 9 shows the percentage of load imbalance of the naive and
balanced distributions for 64 processors.

Overall, we can observe that the serial implementation of the entropy and cross-correlation
methods would require hours to compute the solution. The entropy algorithm would take 28 h,
and the cross-correlation would take 4 h, which is unproductive to the user. When parallel
processing is used, the execution times for all the methods are significantly reduced. The
entropy that would take more than 1 day to compute can be computed in less than 1 h when
64 processors are used. One important aspect of these execution time results is that they are
decreasing with the increase in the number of processors used to analyze the series, which
means that the more processors are added to the computation, the fastest is the result, as shown
in the speedup graph of Fig. 15. As we can observe in the graph, our parallel approaches
provide almost linear speedup increase.

In terms of scalability, we have to investigate the parallel methods of DFA and entropy
separately from cross-correlation. The input of DFA and entropy is the time series data gen-
erated by a single sensor. Even if we consider that the sensor data are generated continuously,
these data grow linearly, one new data point (usually a floating-point number) for every new
measure. Therefore, for a single sensor, the time series data do not grow explosively. For
example, if we consider that the sensor acquires data every minute, 1 year of observation
would generate a file with around 525.600 ∗ 4 bytes, or around 2 M bytes, since 1 year has
approximately 525,600 min, and a float uses 4 bytes. Even if the measure is very precisely
done every second, the 1 year of observations would generate only around 120 M bytes. Since
the parallelization of DFA and Entropy considers an even distribution of the time window
computations among the processors, and the speedup curve of Fig. 15 shows a growing
acceleration with the increase in the number of processors, the DFA and entropy execu-
tion will not be a system a bottleneck when the appropriate number of processors is used.
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Fig. 15 Speedups obtained with the parallel approaches

In addition, when the plant changes its configurations, old measurements can be discarded.
The oil plant used in our experiments, for example, usually changes its configurations after
2 years of operation.

For cross-correlation, the scalability analysis is different. The input of cross-correlation is
the time series data generated by a set of sensors. Moreover, the sensors have to be combined
in pairs. For m sensors, there are m(m − 1)/2 possible combinations of pairs, and the com-
putation is O(m2). Therefore, a linear increase in the number of sensors considered in the
correlation would cause an exponential increase in the computation. The cross-correlation,
then, would require many more processors to maintain the same performance. However, it
is important to notice that a system monitored by a model such as SDAEM usually does
not present a sudden growth in the number of sensors. Nonetheless, there are systems that
are overwhelmed with sensors generating an avalanche of alarms, which requires sensor
reductions.

5 Related work

Automating data analysis for the detection of faults and the assessment of plant status is
not a new concept in industry. Computational intelligence techniques have been used for
diagnostic reasoning and monitoring for many years. The work by Agonino et al. [1] pro-
pose a diagnosis and control system for mechanical systems called IDES, which is based
on real-time influence diagrams. Their approach, however, suffers from a high sensitivity to
changing cutting conditions and varying sensor integrity and precision, and the faults being
considered were singly occurring and mutually exclusive. The work by Giordana et al. [15]
describes ENIGMA a system for discovering malfunctions in electromechanical apparatus,
based on a network of first-order logic rules, starting from a set of classified examples and
a domain theory. The work by Goebel et al. [16] compares the use of two different neural
network approaches for the problem of integrating data from multiple sensors in the manu-
facturing environment. Their approach uses only mean and standard deviation of the sensor
readings as features. FALCON is a system proposed in [35] to identify the probable causes of
disturbances in a chemical process plant. The system interprets the data by using knowledge
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of the effects induced by a fault in a given component and how disturbances in the input of a
component will lead to disturbances in the output. This system requires an elaborate creation
of the knowledge base used. PDS is another rule-based architecture, proposed in [13], for the
online diagnosis of malfunctions in machine processes. This system deals with the problem
of spurious readings, but only based on rules. The work by Anstey et al. [3] describes sev-
eral novelty detection methods for time series data that have been proposed in the literature.
Novelty detection methods can be defined as the automatic identification of abnormal phe-
nomena embedded in a large amount of normal data. The works described, however, do not
deal with set point adequacy or correlation analysis. The work by Dash and Venkatasubrama-
nian [9] outlines the various challenges in the area of Process Fault Diagnosis, involving the
interpretation of the current status of the plant given sensor readings and process knowledge.
Their work reviews the existing methods and the state-of-the-art technologies at plant sites.

Time series analysis has also been used in many other data mining applications for the
identification of dynamical properties of a wide range of systems, other than monitoring
industrial plants. In fact, the SDAEM model could also be used in domains other than indus-
trial plants. The work by Wu et al. [36] focuses on subsequence matching in a dynamic
stream database that stores recent financial data. Their idea is to make predictions on the
stock market by observing and identifying a repetitive pattern of waves. Although their work
concentrates on financial data analysis, there are some similarities with the SDAEM model,
since they propose a initial data pruning and segmentation, a subsequent pattern search for
prediction and deal with data streams. Our work differs from their work in the algorithms
used for data filtering and segmentation, in the use of parallel processing and in the corre-
lation analysis. The work by Pradhan et al. [27] proposes a knowledge management system
to monitor the continuous physiological behavior of an individual. Their system processes
data streams from on-body sensors in order to capture the physiological effects of muscular
activities during repetitive movements. The main focus of their work, however, is only on
pattern finding. The work by Chandola et al. [6] does not focus on a specific area of appli-
cation, but they provide a broad survey on the problem of finding patterns in data that do
not conform to expected behavior or anomaly detection. Detecting outliers or anomalies in
data has a wide variety of applications such as fraud detection for credit cards, insurance, or
health care, intrusion detection for cyber-security or fault detection in safety critical systems.

A number of other approaches have applied mining techniques on time series to find
patterns. The algorithms proposed in [2,5,10,17] are sequential in nature and very time con-
suming. The algorithms proposed in [22,28,29] deal with the efficiency problem and were
implemented in parallel. However, all these algorithms focus only on pattern finding, that
is only part of the complicated analysis of sensor data for equipment monitoring proposed
here.

6 Conclusions

In this work, we propose an oil process plant behavior analysis model for diagnosing and
predicting problems in processes accomplished by a set of equipments that interact and are
monitored by sensors. Our model is called Sensor Data Analysis for Equipment Monitor-
ing (SDAEM) and has three main components: Knowledge Discovery, Correlation Analysis,
and Set Point Analysis. The Knowledge Discovery component is responsible for mining
the series to understand the plant operation status and to predict failures. The Correlation
Analysis component is responsible for interpreting correlated data from different sensors.
The Set Point Analysis component is responsible for informing the adequate set point for
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each equipment. All the time-consuming algorithms of these modules were parallelized to
improve performance.

We developed an application according to SDAEM to assist operators in understanding
and predicting undesired events on a real offshore oil process plant. Although we imple-
mented SDAEM to cover the behavior of all oil processing equipments, gas and utilities
equipments were not considered in our experiments. Nevertheless, initial results were prom-
ising since some undesired events were recognized and operators adopted the tool to assist
them in finding good set points for the oil processing equipments.

Partial interpretation may lead to misunderstandings. We are currently including the
remaining equipment data to reach better conclusions. It is also in our research horizon
to generalize our findings after using the system in other oil process plant platforms.

The problem studied is very complex and relevant due to safety and economic reasons.
We believe the main contribution of SDAEM is to set a path for understanding a complex
domain, such as an oil plant, from analyzing sensor data without a complete physical model
of the process plant. Data talks, SDAEM helps us understand.
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